Wildcat Compliment Poster

Each teacher will have a compliment poster hanging on the door to their classroom. Students can earn compliments from any staff member for following the Wildcat Rules. When a compliment is given, the class gets to place one sticker on their compliment poster (teachers will be given special stickers for this poster). It is important that the giver identify the reason for the compliment specific to matching the Wildcat behavioral expectations.

Three secret compliment givers will be chosen each week. Those staff members will turn in names to the office of the classes that have demonstrated an understanding of the Wildcat Rules for that day. These classes will be announced on the intercom at the end of the day and will be allowed to put two stickers on their compliment posters.

A school-wide goal will be set to reach a certain number of compliments by the end of each three weeks. We will post and/or graph the compliments. At the end of the three weeks, all classes that reach the goal will receive a party after the grade-level awards assembly. New compliment posters will be given out for the next three weeks and a new school-wide goal will be set. Also, at the end of each three weeks the total number of compliments received in the school for the three weeks will be announced along with the year-to-date total of compliments given school-wide.